2013 NAERIC VER SATILITY RANCH HORSE STAKE RESULTS

Five three-year-olds competed for the $3,150 purse at the sixth annual NAERIC Versatility Ranch Horse Stake held at the Westoba Agricultural Centre of Excellence, Brandon, Manitoba on October 11, 2013. The stake is run as a class-within-a-class during the AQHA Versatility Ranch Horse Competition at the Thanksgiving Classic Quarter Horse show.

Taking top honors and the $1,800 first prize in 2013 was Taylor Douglas riding JT TALLYMINE DOC, a registered Quarter Horse bred and owned by Tom & John King, Corning, SK. The palomino gelding is sired by Tallymine and out of Docs Cinnamon Gal. Second was awarded to Taylor Douglas, riding PEPPYS DUALING CHIC owned by Bonnie Quance, Gadsby, AB and bred by Little Valley Quarter Horses, Decker, MB. Third place was Justin Bridgeman riding PLAY N SHINE owned and bred by K & J Bridgeman, Binscarth, MB. Fourth was STYLISH MOON GAL shown by Karalyn Main and also owned and bred by K & J Bridgeman.

The 2013 event was organized by Larry Clifford and judged by Joe Carter, St. George, Ontario. For more information about the NAERIC Versatility Ranch Horse Stake, contact Kevin Bridgeman (204) 847-2112 or Dean Fenty (204) 567-3561.